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Bone Machine

     The rolls of bandages buried my arm. They ran like tight vines from forearm to 

shoulder. The tan fabric stretched as my arm bruised and inflated outward. A foam 

plate covered the upper part. White velcro looped through holes in the foam. The velcro 

was fed through the end, keeping the fracture in place. As the strap tightened, I would 

fight the urge to scream. A sling held the fracture in place against my side. Tied around 

my neck, my body leaned to the right. I could only sit still, immobile, but in some way 

still alive. 

     The doctor's office had a view of the parking lot. As I waited, I watched other injured 

visitors struggle to enter the hospital office in their own bandages and crutches. From a 

folder, the doctor revealed the x-ray. He placed it against the panel, and flipped the 

switch for light. My body glowed white and blue against the darkness of the scan. The 

humerus drew a thick line of bone down the x-ray. If followed down neatly until it 

broke out. The fracture was a harbor cut in the land of my bone. I moved an inch, and 

felt the broken edge of the bone digging easily beneath my skin. The doctor scribed on a 

note. He handed the paper to me: painkillers, muscle-relaxers. I would find relief in 

white tables of prescribed medicine.

     I sat still on the couch. Although I grew tolerant to the lingering pain, I fought the 



need to cry.I imagined myself sitting inside alone for another two months. I thought of 

my stationary car in the driveway, and the places I couldn't go. I had lost the freedom I 

gained from the summer days. My left hand held to a spoon of oatmeal and sliced 

apple. The clay bowl sat full on my lap. I thought of lifting the metal to my mouth, but 

had no urge to eat. There was no need for energy.

     I could smell myself. I thought of the dead skin and sweat attached to the tan 

bandages. The rolls that bound me could not be removed. Bathing became a task for 

duct-tape and black trash bags. I stood alone in the bathroom staring into the mirror. 

My left arm flailed around alive. It stretched across to my shoulder, taping the plastic to 

my skin. I ripped the tape into pieces with teeth, reaching for more places to cover from 

the shower. Black plastic ran from my fingertips to shoulder. When the water poured, 

noise fell from the black plastic. Water found its way beneath the silver tape. It 

streamed down the forbidden arm and soaked to the bandages. I would leave the 

shower defeated. In the mirror, again, I would see a shade of myself: wet and wrapped 

in trash bags.

     Nights were sleepless.  I waited for the sun. Mornings would be a breakfast of Red 

Bull and Vicodin. The two toxins together allowed me to rise and forget the bone 

piercing, but healing beneath. I would lay upright on the couch's side thinking of my 

bedroom down the hall. Paralyzed, my arm rested between me and the couch's side. I 

would stare to the bandage and sling, cursing my fall.



     I had just arrived at the food bank for a day of volunteering. I began by sorting 

donated cans when I stepped to a wooden pallet. Breaking beneath me, I fell to the 

cement ground, my arm hitting the corner of another pallet. I laid there feeling nothing. 

Voiceless, I open my mouth to call for someone, to scream. I laid waiting for someone to 

notice me.

     As my voice returned, I began to yell out. I called out in long holds of moans. I was 

noticed, and a crowd soon gathered around me.They fought on what should be done. I 

was picked from the ground, and placed in a chair. I saw my arm unravel and fall. It felt 

as though it fell to the ground. It dangled against me, unresponsive. As the people 

talked to me, trying to gain my attention, I could almost think of my arm. The pain had 

began. 

     In the car, I hunched over, gripping my arm. Each tremor the car made caused me to 

scream. I arrived to the clinic, and was taken to the back. After x-rays, I was rolled by 

wheel-chair to a back office. There, the needle plunged into the vein of my left hand, 

and the morphine flooded through. I was moved to the hall, where I greeted everyone I 

saw with a high-pitched, "Hello." The scan of my humerus had been processed through 

the computer. I sat in the wheel-chair before the computer, looking to my the medics 

and family around, "I think it’s broken.” 


